WHAT IS THE GUN SHOW LOOPHOLE?
Federal law allows people who sell guns to avoid running background checks or keeping records by calling themselves occasional sellers, and these sellers often congregate at gun shows. The loophole provides criminals with easy access to firearms without having to worry about any background checks.

- Current law requires licensed gun dealers to conduct background checks, because that is the only way to determine whether a person is eligible to buy a gun. Licensed dealers must also keep records about the buyer so ATF can trace the gun if it is recovered at a crime scene.

- The law does not, however, require so-called occasional sellers to do these checks – and there’s no clear definition of what qualifies as an occasional seller.

- Many sellers at gun shows abuse that loophole by calling themselves occasional sellers. Because they concentrate at gun shows, it is easy for felons and other prohibited possessors to find someone who will sell to them without a background check.

FACTS ABOUT THE GUN SHOW LOOPHOLE:

- **90% of Crime Guns in NYC and 70% in New York State:** Over 90% of all the crime guns recovered in New York City and over 70% of all crime guns in New York State come from another state. Most often, these guns are trafficked to New York from states with weak gun laws, states like Georgia, South Carolina, and Florida.

- **30% of trafficking:** One ATF study found gun shows involved with over 10,000 trafficked guns a year – about 30% of all criminal trafficking.
  - ATF concluded that “gun shows and flea markets are a major venue for illegal trafficking.”

- **Columbine:** All four guns used in the Columbine school massacre were bought at gun shows without background checks.

- **Numerous violations:** The Treasury and Justice Departments issued a report in 1999 finding “a wide variety of violations occurring at gun shows and substantial numbers of firearms associated with gun shows being used in drug crimes and crimes of violence, as well as being passed illegally to juveniles.”
  - Gun shows were tied to a broad range of violations, including straw purchases and the sale of kits to convert legal guns into illegal machine guns. Their report reviewed 314 of those departments’ own investigations related to gun shows, involving over 54,000 guns, between 1991 and 1998.

SOLUTION: Require occasional sellers to run instant background checks.


- It also toughens federal laws that apply to straw sales and other crimes by dealers.